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The Mystery of Plate Dates
And Treasury Signatures On

National Bank Notes
PURPOSE

The purpose of this article is to outline the conventions used to select the
dates that were printed on the faces of National Bank Notes. The choice of
treasury signatures also will he treated because in most cases they were dictated
by the dates on the plates.

This article totally revises and renders obsolete Chapter 20 in Huntoon
(1995).

PRIMARY PLATE DATING CONVENTIONS

T HE MAJORITY OF THE DATES FOUND ON SERIES OF
1882 and 1902 notes are dates of charter, organization, extension
and title change. The date of statehood, a type of title change,
appears on the issues for banks that bridged the conversion of terri-

tories into states. Two systems of batch dates were used prior to 1882, but
those dates usually do not relate directly to the corporate existence of the
banks; rather, they are associated with bookkeeping practices within the office
of the Comptroller of the Currency.

Table 1 lists the conventions used to select most of the dates that appear
on National Bank Notes. Each convention applied to every series that was cur-
rent when the convention was in effect.

The extension of corporate life for banks, provided for by the Act of July
12, 1882, forced Comptroller of the Currency John Knox to seriously consider
the dates associated with the corporate existence of a bank. The crucial date
turned out to be the date of organization because this was when the corporate

THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

clock began running for a bank. The date of organization is defined as the day
when the last of the incorporators signed the organization certificate. The
other key date, the date of charter, was the day the certificate of authority to
commence business was issued to the bank by the Comptroller.

Comptroller Knox weighed these dates late in 1881, and decided that the
date of charter was the most important because it signaled when the
Comptroller authorized the bank to open. Consequently he instituted a policy
where charter dates were engraved on the plates for new banks beginning in
1882. However, at about the same time, he authorized the use of dates of
extension on the plates for extending banks.

There is a breach in logic here. The date of extension marks the corn-
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Table 1. Primary Plate Dating Conventions Used for Large Size National Bank Notes

Date on Plate

New Banks:

Nov 2, 1863 - Aug 15, 1870

Aug 2, 1870 - Jan 3, 1882

Jan 2, 1882 - Jan 29, 1898

Dec 18, 1897 - Mar 21, 1929

Extended Banks:

Most likely Significance

Batch date that follows the date of charter.

(charters 1-1699)a

Batch date, usually a multiple of 5 days, that corresponds to the period
when the plate was ordered.
(charters 1700-2606)

Date of charter.
(charters 2607-5110)

Date of organization.
(charters 5111-13307)

Jul 14, 1882 - Mar 3, 1913 	 Date of extension computed as the date of expiration of charter plus

1 day.b , c

Mar 2, 1913 - Apr 30, 1922 	 Date of extension computed as the date of expiration of charter.d

Title Changes (change from territorye to state is a title change):

Apr 12, 1869 - Jul 12, 1869 	 Batch date that corresponds to when the title change was authorized.

Jul 1, 1870 - Jun 15, 1881 	 Batch date that corresponds to the period when the plate was ordered.

Feb 16, 1882 - Feb 21, 1919 	 Date of title change or statehood.

Apr 12, 1919 - Feb 1, 1929f 	 Date is identical to the date on the most recent previous plate regardless of
what that date signified.

a Charters 1693, 1695, 1698 and 1699 utilized batch dates that were identical to their dates of charter. See Table 2.

b Two groups of exceptions listed on Tables 3 and 4 received Series of 1882 plate dates that were computed as the date of expiration
of charter instead of the date of expiration of charter plus 1 day. See footnote d for the formula to compute the date of organization
from the plate dates listed on Table 4.

c The date of organization can be computed from the plate date by subtracting 1 day and either 20 or 40 years if the bank was orga-
nized after June 3, 1864.

d The date of organization can be computed from the plate date by subtracting either 20 or 40 years if the bank was organized after
June 3, 1864.

e Territory plates were not converted into state plates prior to the admission of North and South Dakota on November 2, 1889.
Colorado territorial plates in use in the early 1890s were converted into state plates dated February 1, 1890.

f Italics indicate that these dates did not appear on notes.

Table 2. List of banks chartered in the 1869-1870 period when a few banks were assigned batch dates that were identical to their dates
of charter. The plate dates in italics are also dates of charter.

Charter Title City State Date of Charter Plate Date

1693 NB of Commerce Chicago IL Jul	 1, 1869 Jul 1, 1869
1694 NB Lebanon KY Jul 24, 1869 Jul 26, 1869
1695 First NB of Utah Salt Lake City UT Terr Nov 15, 1869 Nov 15, 1869
1696 First NB Leon IA Dec 15, 1869 Dec 20, 1869
1697 First NB Port Henry NY May 5, 1869 May 10, 1870
1698 Howard NB Burlington NY Jun 16, 1870 Jun 16, 1870
1699 Kidder N Gold B Boston MA Aug 15, 1870 Aug 15, 1870
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mencement of the extended corporate life for the bank. The comparable date
for a new bank is the date of organization. In contrast, the date of charter is of
bookkeeping importance to the Comptroller, but of minor consequence to a
bank officer. Employment of the dates of charter on the plates for new banks
simply perpetuated the use of dates having bureaucratic significance to the
Comptroller's office similar to the batch dates that they replaced!

Comptroller Charles Dawes instituted the use of the dates of organiza-
tion on the plates for new banks after rethinking the issue 16 years later. He
unified the plate dating system around the principle dates associated with the
corporate life of the banks on whose notes these dates appeared. He formally
acknowledged that the dates of charter were of administrative importance to a
Comptroller, but of little consequence to a bank officer by abandoning their
use.

DATES ON PLATES FOR NEW BANKS
Four patterns have emerged for the dates on plates for new banks

depending on when they were made: (1) batch dates based on when the bank
was chartered (1863-1870); (2) batch dates based on when the plates were
ordered (1870-1882); (3) dates of charter (1882-1898); and (4) dates of organi-
zation (1898-1929).

Batch Dates Based on Charter Dates
The earliest pattern, in use between 1863 and 1870, involved batch dates

that are closely related to when the bank was chartered. Groups of banks hav-
ing sequential charter numbers were assigned a common date that is close to
but postdates their dates of charter. Periods ranging up to a few months sepa-
rate consecutive batch dates. If a new combination was ordered by a bank, even
a lengthy time after it was chartered, the plate usually carried the same batch
date as the others for the bank. Such honoring of the date reveals that there
was a rudimentary scheme. November 2, 1863, is the earliest date found on
National Bank Notes and is a batch date of this type.

Most exceptions to this pattern involved plates that were ordered late.
The odd date either postdates the dates on the other plates for the bank; or, if
all the plates for the bank were ordered late, the date postdates the date used
for the group to which the bank should belong. The most common exceptions
involve the early 1-1-1-2 and 1-1-2-2 plates, which were not produced until
1865. The batch dates on all the low charter 1-1-1-2 plates was January 2,
1865. Other common dates on these are July 1 and August 15, 1865. They
postdate the dates found on the other combinations for the issuing banks.

Table 2 reveals that the Original Series plates for at least four banks char-
tered during the 1869-1870 period utilized the date of charter. The rate of
bank organizations hit an all time low during this period, so batches became
very small. In fact, a number of batch dates appeared that were used by only

The Albany County National Bank
of Laramie City, Wyoming (3615)
was organized on December 24,
1886. The date on this Series of
1902 Red Seal is December 25,
1906, which is the date of extension
computed as the date of expiration
plus one day. Thanks to Tom Denly
for selling me this note.
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one bank. This being the case, someone used the date of charter for a few of
those lone banks. This potentially logical innovation did not catch on, so no
other dates of charter appeared until 1882. The Kidder National Gold Bank of
Boston, Massachusetts (1699), was the last affected bank, with its plates bearing
the August 15, 1870, date of charter.

Batch Dates Based on Date of Plate Orders
The second dating pattern, in use between 1870 and 1882, utilized batch

dates that were related to when the plates were ordered. It is not unusual in
this system to find different dates on the different combinations for a given
bank, the reason being that the plates were ordered at different times.

The first batch date of this type is August 2, 1870, and appears to have
been used exclusively on plates for new banks that were ordered a bit late or on
new combinations ordered for existing banks.

The batch dates in this class are usually multiples of five days. Most com-
mon is the 15th day of the month. However, the five-day pattern was not
launched immediately and did not end neatly. Rather, there was some experi-
menting. The early batches under this system were dated the 1st of the month
between September and December, 1870.

Use of the 15th of the month began with the December 15, 1870, batch,
but this immediately broke down on January 15, 1871, which was a Sunday.
Instead, they used January 16th. Thereafter, the 15th was used exclusively
through August 15, 1872. September 15, 1872, fell on a Sunday so September
10th and 18th appeared. Other multiples of five days began to be used once
September 10th had been tried. An occasional out-of-character date appeared,
but multiples of five clays were definitely preferred. The last two dates used
under this system were December 28, 1881 (charters 2601-2605), and January
3, 1882 (charter 2606).

In several cases, notes were being printed from plates prior to the dates
engraved on them. In fact, examples exist where the dates on the plates were
actually younger by a few days then the first shipments to the banks! One
interesting case at point involves the first shipments of the 5-5-5-5, 10-10-10-
20, 50-100 and 500 combinations to The National Gold Bank of D. 0. Mills
and Company, Sacramento, California (2014). They were sent to the bank by
the Comptroller between August 7 and 12, 1872. The engraved date on the
plates was August 15, 1872.

There was a logic behind this dating system, even for the out-of-charac-
ter dates, but exactly what it was is unknown. Evidence for this is the following
order sent by Comptroller Knox to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing on
July 14, 1876:

"You will please change the date from July 15th, 1876, to July 1st,
1876, on the 10-10-10-20 plate and also plate 5-5-5-5 for "The Fruit
Growers National Bank of Smyrna, Del." (Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, various dates-b).

Obviously there was a reason for changing this date although it has been
obscured by the passage of time!

Date of Charter
The third pattern involved using the date of charter and began with the

first bank chartered in 1882, The First National Bank of Pontiac, Michigan
(2607), but not without a hitch. Its date of charter was January 3, 1882, yet the
date on its Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate was January 2, 1882. It is evident
that the January 2 date is the result of a clerical mistake. This date couldn't be
of the previous batch type because plates weren't ordered until after charters
were granted. The next bank chartered was The Lincoln National Bank of
New York, New York (2608), on January 4, 1882, and that date was correctly
applied to its plates.

Charter dates were employed on plates for new banks between 1882 and



Table 3. List of 21 banks organized under the Act of February
25, 1863, that were among the first extended using the Act of
July 12, 1882. These banks received Series of 1882 plate dates
computed as the date of expiration of charter instead of the date
of expiration of charter plus 1 day. The first Series of 1882
plates for these banks were approved for use prior to October
28, 1882. These banks utilized initial corporate lives of less
than 20-years under the terms of the Act of February 25, 1863.

Charter Title

36	 First NB
39	 First NB
45 	 First NB
56	 First NB
60	 First NB
74	 First NB
75	 First NB
86	 First NB
90 	 First NB
93	 Fourth NB
94	 First NB
95	 First NB
109 	 First NB
111	 First NB
112 	 First NB
122 	 First NB
152 	 First NB
157	 First NB
172 	 Second NB
206	 First NB
348	 First NB

City

Findlay 	 OH
Towanda 	 PA
Ellenville 	 NY
Hamilton
	

OH
Newville 	 PA
Warren 	 OH
Danville 	 NY
Germantown OH
Upper Sandusky OH
Cincinnati	 OH
Port Jervis 	 NY
Hudson 	 WI
Louisville 	 KY
Madison 	 IN
Bangor	 ME
Springfield 	 VT
Danville 	 IN
Fort Atkinson 	 WI
Circleville 	 OH
Elkhart 	 IN
Lowville 	 NY

Jul 14, 1882
Jul 19, 1882
Jul 26, 1882
Aug 5, 1882
Jul 27, 1882
Jul 29, 1882
Aug 26, 1882
Aug 31, 1882
Aug 14, 1882
Aug 31, 1882
Aug 14, 1882
Sep 30, 1882
Sep 6, 1882
Sep 18, 1882
Sep 14, 1882
Aug 31, 1882
Sep 23, 1882
Oct 26, 1882
Oct 16, 1882
Aug 14, 1882
Sep 14, 1882

State 	 Plate Date
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1898, but not without exceptions. If a bank ordered a new combination at a
later time, the new plate commonly ended up with a date that closely reflected
when the plate was ordered, a throwback to the previous batch dating system.
This practice appears to have died out in the late-1890s. After that time, new
combinations got dates that followed the formulas in Table 1.

Date of Organization
Comptroller Charles Dawes assumed the office of Comptroller of the

Currency on January 1, 1898. He obviously held the opinion that the date of
organization was more important for a bank than the date of charter because
the first date of organization appeared just a month later on the 10-10-10-20
Series of 1882 plate for The American National Bank of Chicago, Illinois
(5111). The date on that plate was December 31, 1897, and the plate was
approved for use by the director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing on
February 7, 1898. The date of organization was used on the first plates for all
new banks thereafter. The earliest date of organization
which appeared on a National Bank Note was December
18, 1897, on the Series of 1882 Brown Backs for The
First National Bank of Elizabeth, Pennsylvania (5114).
The last bank to utilize a date of charter (January 29,
1898) was The Blue Ridge National Bank of Asheville,
North Carolina (5110) on its Series of 1882 notes.

DATES ON CONVERTED
SERIES OF 1875 PLATES

Original Series plates were eventually converted
into Series of 1875 plates for active banks. No concerted
effort was made to modify a plate until existing stocks of
Original Series notes from it were exhausted.
Consequently, the alteration of a particular plate could
have taken place any time after the series began in 1875.
Once a modified plate was needed, the most important
change was that the signatures of the officials current at
the time the plates were altered replaced the old signa-
tures. Important to this discussion is the fact that the
dates on the altered plates were left untouched.

DATES ON REPLACEMENT
& SERIES OF 1882 REDESIGNED PLATES
In virtually every case after about 1881, regardless

of conventions in effect, replacement plates carried the
same signatures and date as the plates they replaced. A
special class of plates deserves attention, the Series of
1882 plates with inferior and inartistic layouts which
were replaced by redesigned plates. The most familiar
are the 5-5-5-5 combinations with stacked treasury sig-
natures to the left of the bank titles which were discontinued in 1886.
However, archaic layouts on other combinations also were purged. Three dif-
ferent layouts were used for the 5-5-5-5s for the NB of Commerce of New
York, NY (733). The new plates were treated as replacements. As such they
carried identical dates and signatures as on the plates that they replaced. The
plate letters on the new plates were advanced as was normal for replacements.

DATES ON PLATES FOR EXTENDED BANKS
Dates of extension were used on at least the first plate made for all

extended banks. The dates of organization can be computed easily from these
dates as explained in the footnotes to Table 1 if the banks were organized after
June 3, 1864. The formulae in Table 1 do not work for banks organized before
June 3, 1864, because their initial corporate lives were less than 20 years.

It is obvious that there was confusion in the Comptroller's office about
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The 5-5-5-5 Series of 1882 plate for The
Citizens National Bank of
Towanda, Pennsylvania (2337), certified
on April 25, 1896, was misdated
May 11, 1896. The plate was corrected
using the June 2, 1896, date of
extension, and re-certified on May 28.
One shipment of errors notes had
to be canceled.
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when the term of extension began. The question was: did the period of exten-
sion begin on the day that the previous corporate life expired, or on the next
day?

The first banks to be extended were those organized under the Act of
February 25, 1863, which had chosen initial corporate lives of less than 20
years. At first, as seen from Table 3, Comptroller John Knox decided that the
20-year extension began on the day of expiration. However, late in October,
1882, he changed his mind and started using the day after.

The same issue arose in 1884, when the first of the banks organized
under the Act of June 3, 1864, came up for extension. Oddly, the
Comptroller's office under Henry Cannon went through the same gyration!
Table 4 shows that for the first month and a half, the 20-year extension started
on the date of expiration. After that, it started on the day after using the prece-
dent that had already been established for the Act of 1863 banks.

Twenty-nine years later, in 1913, people in the Comptroller's office again
began to nit-pick this issue, this time under Comptroller Lawrence Murray.
Finally, it was decided that the period of extension really started on the day of
expiration of the previous corporate life, instead of the day after. The change
in policy took place between the Series of 1902 extension plates for two banks
organized on March 2, 1893.

The date of extension for The First National Bank of Hempstead, New
York (4880), was computed using the day after expiration formula to yield a
Series of 1902 plate date of March 3, 1913. In contrast, the date of extension
for The Lincoln National Bank of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (4883), was com-
puted using the day of expiration formula to yield a Series of 1902 plate date of
March 2, 1913. The break is sharp and is based on the date of organization,
not the date of charter. Two other extended banks have March 2, 1913, plate
dates, Noblesville, Indiana (4882), and Girard, Ohio (4884). Both were orga-
nized on March 1, 1893, so they fell under the old formula.

A most unusual situation is recorded in various Comptroller documents
for The Citizens National Bank of Towanda, Pennsylvania (2337). The bank
was extended on June 2, 1896, so 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 Series of 1882
plates were ordered for the bank. The initial 5-5-5-5 Brown Back printings
were received by the Comptroller in two shipments on May 11 and 12, 1896,
consisting of serials 1-1000 (X246664-X247663) and 1001-1500 (X249664-
X250163). The plate date shown is May 11, 1896, a mistake. A notation in the
ledger states that the sheets were misprinted and were to be canceled. A letter
dated June 9th advises the Bureau to change the plate date to June 2, 1896. A
new 5-5-5-5 printing was received on June 17, 1896, with the correct extension
date bearing serials 1-1000 (X387189-X388188).

Batch Dates on Late -Order Extension Plates
Dates of extension were used on plates beginning with the first extension

on July 14, 1882, for The First National Bank of Findlay, Ohio (36), provided
the plates were ordered at the time the extension was granted. If the plates
were ordered much later, batch dates related to when they were ordered were
used until about the late-1890s.

Three Series of 1882 plates for The Farmers and Merchants National
Bank of Poughkeepsie, New York (1312), nicely illustrate the dating of plates
for extended banks. The first plate made was a 10-10-10-20 carrying the date
of extension, June 4, 1885. That plate was approved for use on July 8, 1885.
Next came a 50-100 that was dated February 14, 1893 -- a batch date -- which
was approved February 28, 1893. Last was a 5-5-5-5 dated June 4, 1885, the
date of extension, and approved August 13, 1903. I have seen no evidence that
batch dates, such as the February 14, 1893, 50-100 Poughkeepsie, were
changed to bring them into alignment with new policies after they were made.



Table 4. List of 23 banks organized under the Act of June 3, 1864, that
were among the first from that act to be extended using the Act of July
12, 1882. These banks received Series of 1882 plate dates computed as
the date of expiration of charter instead of the date of expiration of char-
ter plus 1 day. The first Series of 1882 plates for these banks were
approved for use between June 3 and July 14, 1884.

Charter Title

474
	

First NB
475
	

Merchants NB
476
	

City NB
478
	

First NB
481
	

First NB
483
	

City NB
484
	

Haverhill NB
486
	

Charter Oak NB
490
	

NB
495
	

First NB
496
	

First NB
497
	

Suffield NB
498
	

Granite NB
499
	

Derry NB
501
	

First NB
505
	

Market NB
506
	

Merchants NB
510
	

Union NB
514
	

Blackstone NB
515
	

NB of Redemption
516
	

First NB
518
	

Kenduskeag NB
590
	

Fall River NB

City 	 State	 Plate Date

Greenfield 	 MA 	 un 23, 1884
Boston 	 MA 	 un 10, 1884
Worcester 	 MA 	 un 27, 1884
Pittston 	 PA	 un 23, 1884
Haverhill 	 MA 	 un 23, 1884
Cedar Rapids 	 IA	 ul 11, 1884
Haverhill 	 MA 	 ul 2, 1884
Hartford 	 CT 	 un 25, 1884
Fairhaven 	 MA 	 ul 21, 1884
Warsaw 	 IL	 uI 13, 1884
Hastings	 MN	 ul 15, 1884
Suffield 	 CT 	 ul 12, 1884
Augusta 	 ME 	 ul 11, 1884
Derry 	 NH	 ul 12, 1884
Smithfield 	 OH 	 un 24, 1884
Boston 	 MA	 ul 19, 1884
Lowell 	 MA 	 ul 11, 1884
Weymouth	 MA	 uI 26, 1884
Boston 	 MA	 un 14, 1884
Boston 	 MA	 ul 27, 1884
Yarmouth 	 MA	 ul 25, 1884
Bangor 	 ME	 un 27, 1884
Fall River 	 MA 	 un 27, 1884
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Dates on 1921-22 Series of 1902 Extension Plates
Banks that were still operating in the 1921-2 period which had been issu-

ing Series of 1902 notes since 1902, fell into one of three categories: (1) banks
chartered in 1902; (2) banks extended for a first time in 1902; or (3) banks
extended for a second time in 1902. The Act of July 1, 1922, provided for
automatic 99-year extensions for all banks. However, the lives of 263 banks
that were either chartered or extended for a first time in 1902, and which were
issuing Series of 1902 notes in 1921-2, expired before passage of this Act.
Consequently they were forced to undergo the process of formally extending
their charters for another 20 years in 1921-2.

A totally new group of Series of 1902 plates
was prepared and used for 161 of these banks.
The resulting plates are commonly called "4th
charter" plates -- a term that is a misnomer.
They are every bit as distinctive in the eyes of the
law and policy as the differences between Series
of 1882 and 1902 issues.

The Series of 1902 plates involved can be
distinguished because they carry plate dates of
1921 or 1922, and have charter numbers in the
ranges 2-66, 2657-2749, and 6100-6649. If you
have a note from a bank in these ranges with a
date of 1921 or 1922, it is also possible to find an
earlier Series of 1902 note with a date of 1901 or
1902. The date on the 1921-1922 plates is the
date of extension.

The days on a pair of notes with 1901-2
and 1921-2 dates from a 6100-6649 bank will
match unless there was a title change. The rea-
son is that the bank was chartered in 1902, so the
1902 plate carries the date of organization and
the 1921-2 plate carries the date of extension
computed as date of organization + 20 years.

In contrast, a bank with a charter in the 2-
66 or 2657-2749 range was extended for the first
time in 1902, so its 1902 plate carries a date of
extension computed as the date of organization +
20 years + 1 day. The 1921-2 plate utilizes a date
of extension computed as date of organization + 40 years so the day is off by
one. The dates on the 1902 notes for charters 2, 3 and 59 are exceptions, a
topic that will be treated in the next section.

DATES FOR TITLE CHANGE PLATES
The handling of title changes on National Bank Notes presented a special

problem. Title changes included: (1) changes in bank titles; (2) changes in
town names; (3) relocations, (4) conversions of gold banks into regular national
banks; (5) conversions from territories to states; and (6) reassignments of char-
ter numbers. The plate dates that resulted from title changes follow the con-
ventions shown on Table 1, except for some interesting exceptions explained
below for certain cases involving territorial conversions and reassigned charter
numbers.

Batch Dates on Early Title Change Plates
As shown on Table 1, two different batch dating conventions evolved for

banks experiencing title changes. The logic behind each paralleled conventions
used for newly organized banks during the same periods. The first, in use in
1869, was a batch date that corresponded to when the title change was
approved by the Comptroller. The second, in use from 1870 to 1881, corre-

59
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sponded to when a given plate was ordered.
The first title changes that were implemented were authorized by

Congress on March 1, 1869, and involved New Orleans, Louisiana (1591), and
Plattsburgh, New York (321). These were the only two banks that received
title change plates with batch dates based on when the change was approved by
the Comptroller. Data for the Plattsburgh plates illustrate how the early sys-
tem operated. The title for The Second National Bank of Plattsburgh was
changed to The Vilas National Bank of Plattsburgh. Two Original Series
plates, a 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20, were made with the second title. Both car-
ried the date July 2, 1869, a batch date that followed approval of the title
change. The 10-10-10-20 plate was the first to be made in July, 1869. The 5-
5-5-5 came more than a year later in September, 1870. Even though late, it
bore a batch date associated with when the title change was approved, not a
date reflecting when the plate was ordered.

Title Change Dates
Plates made for banks with title changes occurring inclusively between

February 16, 1882, and February 21, 1919, bore the date when the
Comptroller of the Currency approved the title change. The first of these
reflected the move of The Blue Hill National Bank of Dorchester, Boston
(684), to Milton, Massachusetts; the last a change in title of The Southwest
National Bank of Commerce, Kansas City, Missouri (10231) to The National
Bank of Commerce.

Copied Dates
A peculiar practice was instituted for dating title change plates beginning

on April 12, 1919, wherein the plate dates on the new plates were simply
copied from the most recent previous plate regardless of what that date signi-
fied. The copied date could be anything including a date of organization, date
of extension, date of title change, date of statehood, or date of reassigned char-
ter number.

The first affected title change occurred on April 12, 1919, when The
Peoples National Bank (10597) and The Union National Bank (9687) of
Columbia, South Carolina, were consolidated under the title The Liberty
National Bank of South Carolina (9687). In this case, the date used on the
new plate for The Liberty National Bank of South Carolina was the 1910
organization date for charter 9687.

This practice produced strange results when a bank underwent two title
changes, one before and the other after April 25, 1919. The titles for The
Central National Bank of New Decatur, Alabama (10423) nicely illustrate the
issue. First the title was changed to The Central National Bank of Albany on
March 23, 1917, then to The Central National Bank of Decatur on December
8, 1927. The Albany plates carry the March 23, 1917, title change date which
makes sense. However, the Decatur plates, with the date copied from the
Albany plate, carry the date for the first title change, not the second! This
problem occurs in the Series of 1902 issues for the following charters: 335,
1338, 1413, 6380, 7725, 8199, 10423. Baltimore, Maryland (1413) underwent
four title changes, two before 1919, and two after. The plates for both the
third and forth title changes carry the second title change date!

Plate Dates for Territorial Conversions
At first, the change from territory to state was ignored, so territorial face

plates continued to be used after statehood. However, the wave of admissions
of North and South Dakota, Montana, Washington, Idaho and Wyoming in
1889 and 1890, forced the issue on Comptroller Edward Lacey. He directed
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to convert the territorial plates into state
plates. The change was logically treated as a title change and statehood day
was used as the title change date. See Table 5. The conversions were accom-
plished by altering the old territorial plates, not by preparing new plates.



Table 5. Territories that converted into states during the large size National
Bank Note era, and the plate dates that were placed on the territorial plates
which were altered into state plates.

Dates on the
Territory 	 State 	 Statehood Day

	 Converted Plates

Nebraska 	 Nebraska 	 Mar 1, 1867 	 no plates converted
Colorado 	 Colorado 	 Aug 1, 1876

	
Feb 1, 1890a

Dakota 	 North & 	 Nov 2, 1889
	

Nov 2, 1889
South Dakota

Montana 	 Montana 	 Nov 8, 1889
	

Nov 8, 1889
Washington 	 Washington 	 Nov 11, 1889

	
Nov 11, 1889

Idaho 	 Idaho
Wyoming 	 Wyoming
Utah	 Utah

Jul 	 3, 1890 Jul	 3, 1890
Jul 10, 1890 Jul 10, 1890
Jan 6, 1896 Jan 	 6, 1896

Indian & 	 Oklahoma 	 Nov 16, 1907
Oklahoma

New Mexico 	 New Mexico 	 Jan 6, 1912
Arizona 	 Arizona 	 Feb 14, 1912
Alaska 	 Alaska 	 Aug 24, 1912

(District) 	 (Territory)

Nov 16, 1907

Jan 6, 1912
Feb 14, 1912
no plates converted

a Only Colorado territorial plates in use in the early 1890s were converted.
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Colorado
An inconsistency quickly emerged. Several Series of 1875 Colorado ter-

ritorial plates were still in use in 1890. Lacy recognized this fact and began
ordering their conversion to state plates, arbitrarily choosing February 1, 1890,
as the plate date rather than reaching back for the August 1, 1876, statehood
date. Banks that received printings from the converted plates included:
Pueblo (1833), Central City (2129), Colorado Springs (2179), Trinidad (2300),
and Pueblo (2310).

The order to convert the Colorado territorial plates came too late for
The City National Bank of Denver (1955), which issued existing stocks of
Series of 1875 territorial notes until 1892. The converted 5-5-5-5 Series of
1875 plate for The First National Bank of Central City (2129) bears the date
February 1, 1890, although the conversion
was not carried out until January 1893.

Ironically, the Colorado plates made
between 1876 and 1890, for banks char-
tered after statehood bear dates that are
older than those on the state plates for the
converted territorial banks! These include
the plates for charters 2351 through 4172,
and begin with The German National
Bank of Denver (2351) in 1876.
Alaska

The Comptroller's office usually got
Alaska plates wrong. Alaska has held four
statuses since it was purchased from the
Russians in 1867. These were: no status
(1867-1884), district (1884-1912), territory
(1912-1959), and state (1959-present).
Large size notes were issued by two banks,
Juneau (5117) and Fairbanks (7718). The
location designation on notes from these
banks is district, territory or unspecified.
In each case, the designation usually had
nothing to do with the legal status of Alaska at the time the plates were made.

The First National Bank of Juneau, chartered in 1898, has the distinction
of placing minute quantities of Series of 1882 and 1902 notes into circulation.
Logic dictates that the bank should have first issued district Series of 1882
Brown and Date Backs, then territorial Series of 1882 Date Backs and Series of
1902 Date and Plain Backs. Not so. The Series of 1882 plate was made with
the territory label. The plate was never altered so all the Series of 1882 notes,
regardless of back, carry the territory label. Only the late Series of 1882 Date
Backs legitimately represent the true status of Alaska at the time they were
printed; the earlier notes, including all of the Brown Backs, should have been
district notes.

The Juneau situation was further muddled when the bank was extended
in 1918. The Series of 1902 notes for the bank simply carry the word Alaska.
Although true territorials, they form a class that has never achieved its rightful
status or value among collectors.

The First National Bank of Fairbanks, chartered in 1905, issued Series of
1902 Red Seals, Date Backs and Plain Backs. Alaska was a district when the
bank was chartered, and the plates were properly labeled district. However,
the plates were never altered when Alaska achieved territorial status in 1912.
Consequently the bank continued to issue district Series of 1902 Date and
Plain Backs through 1929.

The plate dates on the large size Alaska issues are listed in Table 6. The
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Table 6. Dates appearing on large size Alaska National Bank Notes.

Town Label on Plate Charter Series Plate Date Significance of Date

Juneau Territory of Alaska 5117 1882 Feb 15, 1898 Date of Organization
Juneau Alaska 5117 1902 Feb 15, 1918 Date of Extension
Fairbanks District of Alaska 7718 1902 Mar 1, 1905 Date of Organization
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date August 24, 1912, never appeared on Juneau Series of 1882 Date Backs or
Fairbanks Series of 1902 Date and Plain Backs because the plates were not
altered to reflect the change as Alaska advanced from district to territory status
in 1912.
Dates on Series of 1902 Plates for Banks with Reassigned Charter Numbers

A serious circumstance developed in early 1882, when the first of the
banks organized under the Act of February 25, 1863, faced the expiration of
their corporate lives. The officers for a large number of those banks had
selected initial corporate lives of 19 years or less in order to comply with the
Act, so their banks were facing extinction.

The fact is that these banks could not be saved. The Act of July 12,
1882, allowing for a 20-year extension, was not passed in time. The only
option for the officers was to liquidate their banks, and reorganize them as new
banks. Commonly the new banks had the same title as the old, but the low
charter numbers were lost and succeeded by new numbers in the 2400 to 2800
range. Extremely important is the fact that the reorganized successor banks
had entirely new organization dates which ranged between 1880 and 1882.

The lives of 21 banks expired. Of these, 17 were reorganized under new
charters. Many other banks threatened with extinction were voluntarily liqui-
dated and reorganized.

Eight of the reorganized banks received Series of 1875 notes. The rest
were given Series of 1882 notes. Three charters, 2556, 2662 and 2730,
received both! All these notes were issued from plates carrying the date of
charter for the reorganized successor banks in accord with the conventions on
Table 1. Notice that all dates associated with the expired 1863 banks were for-
ever relegated to history at this point.

The low charter numbers lost in the reorganization process were prestige
items in an industry that prides itself on longevity. Inevitably the officers of
the impacted banks lobbied for recovery of their old numbers, and beginning
in 1902, Comptroller William Ridgely established a procedure whereby they
could reclaim them. The officers of twenty-nine of the banks took advantage
of the process, two in 1902, and the rest between 1909 and 1917. All they
retrieved were their old charter numbers. The organization and charter dates
attached to those old numbers were the 1882 dates associated with the reorga-
nized successor bank, not the 1863 dates for the predecessor. This fact is of
great importance to this discussion.

The impacted banks were issuing Series of 1902 notes when the old
charter numbers were reassigned. The question is: what date ended up on the
new plates? The answer is one of three possibilities, one of which is a genuine
exotic.

The most common was the date of extension for the reorganized succes-
sor bank (date of organization plus 20 years plus 1 day). Extension dates were
used on the plates for 25 of the 29 affected banks. Series of 1902 plates for
charters 1, 5, 7 and 8 are but four examples from this group. Notice the quirk.
The plate carried an 1863 charter number, but a date based on an 1882 date of
organization.

The reassignment date was engraved on the new Series of 1902 plates for
three of the remaining four banks. These were charters 2, 3 and 59, respec-
tively dated March 19, 1909, April 6, 1909, and April 30, 1909.
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The exotic involved the resurrection of charter number 20 on March 5,
1913. Charter 20 was originally assigned to The Third National Bank of
Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1863. This bank was liquidated in 1882, and reorganized
with the same title under charter 2730. The intrigue began when 2730 was
liquidated on June 18, 1908, as it consolidated with 2798, The Fifth National
Bank of Cincinnati. As a result of the merger, the title of 2798 was changed to
The Fifth-Third National Bank on June 2, 1908. The Fifth-Third National
Bank laid claim to charter number 20 through its historic linkage through
2730. The reassignment was accomplished by means of a special act of
Congress on February 26, 1913. Comptroller Lawrence Murray formally
approved the reassignment on March 5, 1913. The date that ended up on the
Series of 1902 plate for the bank was June 2, 1908. This is the day that 2798
changed its title from The Fifth National Bank to The Fifth-Third National
Bank. If you carefully examine the conventions on Table 1, you will find that
this is logical, but it must have taken a convoluted clerical mind to have figured
it out in 1913!

Dates on the Series of 1902 Plates for Nashville, Tennessee (150)
The First National Bank of Nashville, Tennessee (150), was chartered in

1863. The bank was merged with The Fourth National Bank of Nashville
(1669), on July 8, 1912. The corporate entity of The First National Bank was
voluntarily liquidated during the merger so charter number 150 vanished.
Next, the title of The Fourth National Bank (1669), was changed to Fourth
and First National Bank (1669), on August 7, 1912.

Comptroller McIntosh approved the reassignment of charter number
150 to the Fourth and First National Bank on July 12, 1927. The Series of
1902 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 Plain Backs printed for the bank utilizing rein-
stated charter number 150 bear the title change date of August 7, 1912. This
date was copied from the last plate in use for 1669, following the policy for
dates on title change plates in effect after April 12, 1919.

Phoenix, Arizona, Error
The convention for dating title change plates adopted in 1919, was

incorrectly implemented for the First National Bank of Arizona at Phoenix
(3728), creating a spectacular error. A new 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 plate
was ordered for the bank on March 12, 1929, reflecting the addition of the
word "First" in the title. The title change had been approved by the
Comptroller on July 17, 1926. The date placed on the plate was June 4, 1907.

June 4, 1907 is the date of extension for the bank. However February 14,
1912, the date of statehood, was the most recently used date on the plates for
the bank, and should have been the date used on the new plate. Notice that
the curious result was the issuance of state notes bearing a territorial date
(Huntoon, 1981).

EXAMPLES OF ODD OR BAD DATES
Careful examination of notes or proofs, especially if all the prints for one

bank are laid out together, reveals inconsistencies and occasional errors. The
inconsistencies usually involve what appear to be wrong days arising from cler-
ical errors involving the date of organization or mistakes in calculating the
dates of extension. Some examples follow.

An error involving the date of organization appears on the Series of 1902
notes for St. Louis, Missouri (12220). The bank utilized three titles in the
Series of 1902: The Missouri National Bank (1922-1925), The Grand Avenue
National Bank (1925), and The Grand National Bank (1925-1929). The plates
with the Missouri National Bank title carry the date June 15, 1922, which
turned out to be an incorrect date of organization. The 10-10-10-20 certified
proof with that title was used as a model to select the rolls to transfer reusable
title block elements to the second title plates. The script June 15, 1922, was
specifically ignored, indicating that there was a problem with it. June 5th was



Table 7. Dates during which treasury signature combinations were current on
National Bank Notes. Plate dates appearing with a given signature pair should
fall within the range shown.

Register

Lucius E. Chittenden
S. B. Colby
Noah L. Jeffries
John Allison
John Allison
John Allison
John Allison
Glenni W. Scofield
Blanche K. Bruce
Blanche K. Bruce
Blanche K. Bruce
William S. Rosecrans
William S. Rosecrans
William S. Rosecrans
William S. Rosecrans
William S. Rosecrans
James F. Tillman
James F. Tillman
Blanche K. Bruce
Judson W. Lyons
Judson W. Lyons
William T. Vernon
William T. Vernon
James C. Napier
James C. Napier
James C. Napier
Gabe E. Parker
Houston B. Teehee
William S. Elliott
William S. Elliott
Harley V. Speelman
Walter 0. Woods
Walter 0. Woods
Edward E. Jones

Treasurer

Francis E. Spinner
Francis E. Spinner
Francis E. Spinner
Francis E. Spinner
John C. New
A. U. Wyman
James Gilfillan
James Gilfillan
James Gilfillan
A. U. Wyman
Conrad N. Jordan
Conrad N. Jordan
James W. Hyatt
J. N. Huston
Enos H. Nebeker
Daniel N. Morgan
Daniel N. Morgan
Ellis H. Roberts
Ellis H. Roberts
Ellis H. Roberts
Charles H. Treat
Charles H. Treat
Lee McClung
Lee McClung
Carmi A. Thompson
John Burke
John Burke
John Burke
John Burke
Frank White
Frank White
Frank White
H. T. Tate
Walter 0. Woods

Period when Current

Apr 17, 1861 - Aug 10, 1864
Aug 11, 1864 - Oct 4, 1867
Oct 5, 1867 - Apr 2, 1869
Apr 3, 1869 - Jun 30, 1875
Jun 30, 1875 - Jul 1, 1876
Jul 1, 1876 - Jun 30, 1877
Jul 1, 1877 - Mar 31, 1878
Apr 1, 1878 - May 20, 1881
May 21, 1881 - Mar 31, 1883
Apr 1, 1883 - Apr 30, 1885
May 1, 1885 - Jun 7, 1885
Jun 8, 1885 - May 23, 1887
May 24, 1887 - May 10, 1889
May 11, 1889 - Apr 24, 1891
Apr 25, 1891 - May 31, 1893
Jun 1, 1893 - Jun 30, 1893
Jul 1, 1893 - Jun 30, 1897
Jul 1, 1897 - Dec 2, 1897
Dec 3, 1897 - Apr 6, 1898
Apr 7, 1898 - Jun 30, 1905
Jul 1, 1905 - Jun 11, 1906
Jun 12, 1906 - Oct 31, 1909
Nov 1, 1909 - May 17, 1911
May 18, 1911 - Nov 21, 1912
Nov 22, 1912- Mar 31, 1913
Apr 1, 1913 - Oct 1, 1913
Oct 1, 1913 - Mar 23, 1914
Mar 24, 1915 - Nov 20, 1919
Nov 21, 1919 - May 1, 1921
May 2, 1921 - Jan 24, 1922
Jan 25, 1922 - Sep 30, 1927
Oct 1, 1927 - May 30, 1928
May 31, 1928 - Jan 21, 1929
Jan 22, 1929 - May 31, 1933
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substituted as the corrected date of organization, and used on the succeeding
plates.

The Series of 1882 plates for The Second National Bank of Utica, New
York (185), are mis-dated November 6, 1883, a date that was to represent the
beginning of the first extension for the bank. A mistake of one day was cor-
rected when the second extension was granted so the correct November 5,
1903, appears on the Series of 1902 plates. Similarly the Series of 1882 plate
for The First National Bank of Erie, Pennsylvania (12), is dated February 27,
1883, but the Series of 1902 plates are February 26, 1903. The Series of 1882
should have been February 26, 1883. The same thing happened to The First
National Bank of New York, New York (29), where the Series of 1882 plates
are dated February 26, instead of February 25, 1883. The Series of 1902 plates
are dated correctly February 25, 1903.

Greater confusion surrounded the date on the Series of 1902 10-10-10-
20 extension plate for the Tazwell National Bank of Tazwell, Virginia (6123).
The date of organization for the bank was January 4, 1902, and properly
appears on the first Series of 1902 plates made for the bank. However, the
expiration date was mistakenly shown as January 8, 1922, in the list of expiring
banks in the 1921 Comptroller's Annual Report. The extension plate was mis-
dated January 9, 1922, caused by the same clerical error and compounded by
using the then obsolete 20 years plus 1 day
formula (Table 1). The plate date was
never corrected, and probably was never
noticed.

Another mistake involved the Series
of 1902 10-10-10-20 extension plate for
The Carnegie National Bank of Carnegie,
Pennsylvania (6174). The date of organiza-
tion for this bank was March 13, 1902, but
the date of expiration was incorrectly listed
in the 1921 Comptroller's report as March
12, 1922, so the extension plate was mis-
dated March 12, 1922. At least in this case
they used the current 20-year formula.

It could be argued that being off a day
resulted from an attempt to avoid Sundays
or holidays when the extension was grant-
ed. This does not prove out. The fact is
that no regard seems to have been given to
Sundays and holidays when it came to dat-
ing extension plates. If the formula
required that the extension date fall on
Christmas, so be it, as happened in 1906 for
The Albany County National Bank of
Laramie City, Wyoming (3615) which was
organized on December 24, 1 8 8 6.
December 25, 1906, appears on the Series
of 1902 Laramie notes with this title.
Likewise if the bank was to expire on
December 31, use of the pre-1913 exten-
sion formula forced the new plate to be
dated January 1 of the following year. The
First National Bank of Houlton, Maine
(2749), is a case in point. The corporate
life of this bank was set to expire on
December 31, 1901. When extended, the
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Series of 1902 plates were dated New Years Day, 1902.
The First National Bank of Clifton, Kansas (7178) was organized on leap

year day, 1904. February 29, 1904, appears on its 1902 plates! This was not a
mistake, but certainly distinctive.

THE CHOICE OF TREASURY SIGNATURES
The general rule was that the plate date dictated which pair of treasury

signatures appeared on National Bank Notes. The signatures of the Treasurer
and Register of the Treasury in office on the date appearing on the plate were
those that were placed on the plate. In cases where a plate date arose during a
vacancy for one of the officers, the signature of the previous office holder was
used. See Table 7.

One example illustrates the care that was taken to match signature com-
binations to the plate date. The Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 face plate for The
Central National Bank of Washington, District of Columbia (2382) carried the
date April 12, 1898, a date of extension. The plate was certified on March 15,

This Series of 1902 Plain Back on
Clifton, Arizona (5821), carries an
extension date of May 14, 1921, and
Elliott-Burke signatures. The Elliott-
White combination became current on
May 2, so the Elliott-Burke signatures
are mismatched with the plate date.
This type of date/signature mismatch
occurred occasionally between 1915
and 1922, whereas it was scrupulously
avoided at other times.

1898, while Blanche Bruce was still Register of the Treasury, so it carried the
Bruce-Roberts signature combination. However, Bruce left office on March
17th, and was replaced by Judson Lyons on April 7th. Bruce's signature was
altered to Lyons and the plate was re-certified on April 23, 1898.

Series of 1875 Exceptions
There were three groups of exceptions involving Series of 1875 plates

when it came to mating the terms of office of the treasury officials with plate
dates.

(1) Current treasury signatures were added, but the date was left
unchanged when an Original Series plate was converted into a Series of 1875
plate. Consequently, for the first time in the history of National Currency, the
treasury signatures did not conform to the plate date. The conversion of an
Original Series plate into a Series of 1875 plate could be greatly delayed if the
stock of Original Series sheets for a given combination was large or orders
from the bank were not made for a number of years. This resulted in the
appearance of some very late treasury signatures coupled with early plate dates.
For example, the last Original Series 5-5-5-5 plate to be altered into a Series of
1875 plate was for The Nokomis National Bank of Nokomis, Illinois (1934),
an event which occurred on November 29, 1890 (Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, various dates-b). The 1872 vintage Allison-Spinner signature combi-
nation was replaced by the 1890 Rosecrans-Huston combination, whereas the
1872 plate date was retained.

(2) Current treasury signatures were used, but the date was left
unchanged when replacement plates were made early in the Series of 1875.
This practice died out before 1882. Afterward, the signatures and date were
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The 5-5-5-5 Series of 1882 plate for The
Annville National Bank, Pennsylvania
(2384), carrying an April 18, 1898, date
of extension, and Lyons-Bruce signa-
tures, was certified on March 2, 1898.
Roberts replaced Bruce on April 7,
necessitating that the plate be altered to
show Roberts' signature in order to con-
form to the plate date, so the plate was
re-certified with the change on April 22.
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left the same as on the plates that were being replaced.
(3) Current treasury signatures were added, but the date was left

unchanged when plates were reentered early in the Series of 1875. This prac-
tice also appears to have ceased before 1882. Afterward, the signatures and
date were left as is on the plates.

Series of 1902 Exceptions
There are numerous instances between 1915 and 1922, where, following

a signature change, the obsolete pair of treasury signatures continued to be
used on new Series of 1902 plates. Plates for both new and extending banks
were impacted. The result was the mating of plate dates with obsolete signa-
ture pairs. These occurrences began when the Teehee-Burke combination
replaced Parker-Burke on March 23, 1915. The problem recurred with suc-
cessive signature changes through the Speelman-White combination on
January 25, 1922. Obviously, little importance was attached to matching trea-
sury signatures and plate dates during this period.

Plates for new banks dated after March 23, 1915, bearing the obsolete
Parker-Burke signature combination, were made for charters 10720, 10721,
10727, 10731, 10734, 10735, 10736, 10741 and 10745. Similarly, the obsolete
Teehee-Burke signature combination is mated with a plate date younger than
November 20, 1919, on the plate for charter 11548. The obsolete Elliott-
White combination appears with plate dates higher than January 24, 1922, for
charters 12112, 12115 and 12115.

The Elliott-Burke combination was not used after May 1, 1921, on plates
for new banks, but its late use was common on extended banks such as Clifton,
Arizona (5821) May 14, 1921, and Wolcott, New York (5928) July 23, 1921.
Notice that the Wolcott plate was dated almost three months after the Elliott-
Burke combination had become obsolete. The Elliott-White combination
occurs late on the plates for numerous extended banks as well such as
Portsmouth, New Hampshire (19) March 2, 1922; Watertown, New York
(2657) March 29, 1922; and Tucumcari, New Mexico (6288) March 31, 1922.

Mavericks
Maverick examples of plates bearing the wrong treasury signatures are

certain to exist. Doug Walcutt found two examples involving Series of 1882
Brown Backs. The 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20 plates for The First National
Bank of Huntington, Pennsylvania (31) bear the date July 21, 1882, but carry
the Bruce-Wyman signature pair. Wyman did not assume office until April 1,
1883, so the signatures should have been Bruce-Gilfillan. Similarly, the 5-5-5-
5 plate for The American Exchange National Bank of New York, New York
(1394), with a plate date of July 1, 1885, has the Rosecrans-Huston pair instead
of Rosecrans-Jordan.

In the Huntington case, the preparation of the plates was delayed almost
three years after the bank was extended; in the New York case, the 5-5-5-5
plate was ordered long after other combinations were in use for the bank. The
young signatures on these plates indicates that someone was not paying atten-
tion to detail when the plates were prepared.

Walcutt (1996) found an odd situation on the $5 Series of 1875 E-F-G-
H replacement plate for The Commercial National Bank of Providence,
Rhode Island (1319) which was approved for use on January 7, 1881. At that
time, it was the practice to update the treasury signatures, but leave the plate
date as on the original plate. In this case, they updated both the signatures and
date. The original Allison-New signatures were replaced by Scofield-Gilfillan,
and the date August 1, 1865, was changed to January 5, 1881.

DISCUSSION
Table 1 and the other information in this article can be used to explain

more than 99 percent of the dates found on National Bank Notes. The dates
mean something, the least useful from the perspective of bank historians being
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the batch dates on Original Series, Series of 1875, and some early Series of
1882 plates. Gradually the dates applied to the plates evolved from dates
reflecting record keeping practices in the Comptroller's office to dates having
significance for the actual banks of issue. Adoption of dates of extension and
dates of title change for existing banks in 1882, and finally dates of organiza-
tion for new banks in 1898, produced dates that were fully relevant to the
banks. The only serious lapse developed in 1919, when title change plates
began to carry dates copied from obsolete plates. Suddenly, the dates on those
plates made no sense, yet that odd practice persisted until the large size nation-
als were phased out in 1929.
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